Committee on IT Infrastructure (CITI) Meeting

July 6, 2004
2:30-4:00
2121 Murphy

AGENDA

1) Project Progress Updates (Don Worth)
   a) Enterprise Directory Identity Management Infrastructure (EDIMI) Project
   b) Student Records Database Rationalization (SR DbR) Project

2) Continuation of Voice/VoIP/Technology funding model recommendations and review process discussion (Mike Schilling)
   a) We are seeking endorsement on the following temporary fiscal policies:
      • Freeze the technology portion of the voice cost model until agreement is reached on an appropriate recharge methodology for FY 2005/06
      • Defer any implementation or redistribution of any cost savings resulting from recent RFPs for voice services until FY 2005/06
   b) We are seeking CITI sponsorship and proposed endorsement of:
      • A common strategy and platform for integrated messaging/voice mail as UCLA prepares to issue RFPs for future systems and services

Upon CITI sponsorship, technical implications would be documented by the CSG and brought back to the CITI for resolution of an endorsement.